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TheElNiño/SouthernOscillation(ENSO) is thedominantmode
of inter-annual variability, with major impacts on social and
ecological systems through its influence on extreme weather,
droughts and floods1–3. The ability to forecast El Niño, as well
as anticipate how it may change with warming, requires an
understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms that
drive it. Among these, the role of atmospheric processes
remains poorly understood4–11. Here we present numerical
experiments with an Earth system model, with and without
couplingof cloud radiativee�ects to thecirculation, suggesting
that clouds enhance ENSO variability by a factor of two or
more. Clouds induce heating in the mid and upper troposphere
associated with enhanced high-level cloudiness12 over the
El Niño region, and low-level clouds cool the lower tropo-
sphere in the surrounding regions13. Together, these e�ects
enhance the coupling of the atmospheric circulation to El Niño
surface temperature anomalies, and thus strengthen the
positive Bjerknes feedback mechanism14 between west Pacific
zonal wind stress and sea surface temperature gradients.
Behaviour consistent with the proposedmechanism is robustly
represented in other global climate models and in satellite
observations. The mechanism suggests that the response of
ENSO amplitude to climate change will in part be determined
by a balance between increasing cloud longwave feedback and
a possible reduction in the area covered by upper-level clouds.

Warm (El Niño) phases of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) recur on a timescale of typically three to seven years and are
characterized by a weaker sea surface temperature (SST) gradient
between the Western Pacific warm-pool region and the eastern
equatorial Pacific cold tongue region. El Niño is amplified by the
positive Bjerknes feedback14–16 mechanism (Fig. 1a): (1) Positive SST
anomalies in the central or eastern Pacific cause (2) local diabatic
heating within precipitating deep convective clouds, leading to
(3) a weaker Walker circulation and (4) weakened easterlies in the
western Pacific, which in turn (5) lessens the tilt of the thermocline
and suppresses upwelling of cold deep ocean waters in the east—
ultimately leading to further warming of the SSTs. An El Niño event
is eventually terminated by ocean Ekman pumping of the warm
surface waters away from the equator and by negative atmospheric
surface flux feedbacks cooling the upper ocean to restore the
climatological east-to-west surface temperature gradient. Thus,
El Niño is a complex phenomenon and is influenced by multiple
processes. The relative importance of oceanic, atmospheric or
coupling processes in shaping the characteristics of ENSO continues

to be a matter of scientific debate, with the role of atmospheric
feedbacks increasingly emphasized in the recent literature4–11. In
particular, cloud radiative feedbacks on the surface energy budget
are well appreciated5,7–9, but cloud radiative e�ects on atmospheric
circulation, a topic that has emerged as key to a number of other
scientific problems12,13,17, have not been systematically investigated.

Equatorial Pacific ocean surface temperature anomalies can cou-
ple to the atmospheric Walker circulation through various path-
ways. A direct thermally driven atmospheric circulation response
mostly confined to the equator due to rotation18, thus projecting
on the Walker circulation, is excited by enhanced turbulent sen-
sible heat flux from an SST anomaly and latent heat released in
precipitating deep convective clouds that tend to occur over the
warmest surface waters19. Specific patterns of radiative heating and
cooling of the tropical atmosphere also act to enhance the ocean–
atmosphere coupling as clouds and humidity interact with the cir-
culation in a positive feedback loop to organize the atmosphere
into clear regions of subsiding motion and cloudy regions of rising
motion20 (Fig. 1a): upper-level clouds form in humid convectively
active regions, reducing the atmospheric radiative cooling of the
column, locally heating the middle and upper atmosphere, which
induces low-level convergence and risingmotion12. In regionswhere
the bulk of the atmosphere is dry, the presence of low-level clouds
topping themarine boundary layer shifts longwave radiative cooling
from the surface to the atmosphere13. This cooling of the atmosphere
causes low-level divergence and sinkingmotion, which further dries
the free atmosphere above by subsidence, enhancing the contrast
between the marine boundary layer and the free atmosphere, lead-
ing to more e�cient atmospheric cooling. Evidence for such a posi-
tive longwave feedback can be observed from space21, as warm sur-
face temperature anomalies are closely correlated with reductions
in outgoing longwave irradiance (Fig. 1b), and thus local radiative
heating anomalies of the middle and upper troposphere, as to be
expected from enhanced upper-level cloudiness at the outflows of
precipitating deep convective clouds.

To elucidate the role of clouds in El Niño we perform and
analyse experiments with a state-of-the-art Earth system model,
MPI-ESM-LR (ref. 22), with and without cloud radiative processes
coupled to the circulation (Methods). The simulation without
cloud-circulation interactions is referred to as the experiment with
non-interactive clouds, whereas the simulation in which clouds
and circulation are allowed to interact is the control experiment.
With non-interactive clouds, the surface temperature variance
is substantially reduced on inter-annual to decadal timescales
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interactive clouds -> 
enhanced ENSO variability
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ABSTRACT

Cloud radiative feedbacks are disabled via ‘‘cloud-locking’’ in theCommunity Earth SystemModel, version
1.2 (CESM1.2), to result in a shift in El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) periodicity from 2–7 years to
decadal time scales. We hypothesize that cloud radiative feedbacks may impact the periodicity in three ways:
by 1) modulating heat flux locally into the equatorial Pacific subsurface through negative shortwave cloud
feedback on sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA), 2) damping the persistence of subtropical southeast
Pacific SSTA such that the South Pacific meridional mode impacts the duration of ENSO events, or 3)
controlling the meridional width of off-equatorial westerly winds, which impacts the periodicity of ENSO by
initiating longer Rossby waves. The result of cloud-locking in CESM1.2 contrasts that of another study, which
found that cloud-locking in a different global climatemodel led to decreased ENSOmagnitude across all time
scales due to a lack of positive longwave feedback on the anomalous Walker circulation. CESM1.2 contains
this positive longwave feedback on the anomalousWalker circulation, but either its influence on the surface is
decoupled from ocean dynamics or the feedback is only active on interannual time scales. The roles of cloud
radiative feedbacks in ENSO in other global climate models are additionally considered. In particular, it is
shown that one cannot predict the role of cloud radiative feedbacks in ENSO through amultimodel diagnostic
analysis. Instead, they must be directly altered.

1. Introduction

Cloud radiative feedbacks, or the interaction between
cloud radiative effects and atmospheric circulation and
sea surface temperature (SST), are a major source of
uncertainty among atmospheric feedbacks related to El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Lloyd et al. 2009,
2011, 2012; Bellenger et al. 2014; Rädel et al. 2016).

Isolating the impact of these cloud feedbacks on the
evolution of El Niño and La Niña events remains a
challenge.Warm SST anomalies (SSTA) during El Niño
events are accompanied by westerly wind anomalies, a
deepening thermocline through the Bjerknes feedback,
and an eastward shift in the Walker circulation. The
opposite occurs during La Niña events. Cloud radiative
feedbacks may influence both the anomalous Walker
circulation as well as thermodynamic damping of ENSO
SSTA variability in the central tropical Pacific. The de-
gree of thermodynamic damping is determined by the
magnitude of the net surface heat flux feedback, which is
defined by the sum of the shortwave (SW), latent heat
flux, sensible heat flux, and longwave (LW) feedbacks
(Lloyd et al. 2009, 2011). Considering the sheer com-
plexity of ENSO events, it is no surprise that isolating
the impact of cloud radiative feedbacks on ENSO
poses a challenge. In this study, we pinpoint their precise
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interactive clouds -> 
higher frequency ENSO variability



Two experiments (from MPI)

1. Control simulation run on a coupled 
AOGCM with interactive clouds

2. Simulation run with “scrambled” cloud 
radiative effects (cloud “locking”)

(MPI-ESM1.2-LR with preindustrial forcing) 



Clouds are scrambled by reordering 
the year of the cloud fields at every 2 

hour radiation call. EG:
Control run Scrambled run

00Z, Jan 1, Year 1 00Z, Jan 1, Year 100
02Z, Jan 1, Year 1 02Z, Jan 1, Year 24
04Z, Jan 1, Year 1 04Z, Jan 1, Year 176
06Z, Jan 1, Year 1 06Z, Jan 1, Year 87

Method preserves the mean diurnal and 
seasonal cycles of the cloud fields.

Scrambling methodology



The differences between the control 
(interactive) and scrambled (locked) 

runs are due entirely from the effects of 
clouds on the circulation



Effects on monthly-mean SST variance

s2interactive
s2locked

DRAFT

Fig. 1. a, Variances of monthly-mean SST anomalies from the 200-yr interactive-clouds run. b. Variances of monthly-mean SST anomalies from the 200-yr locked-clouds run.
c. Ratio of the variances between the interactive and locked runs. Ratios >1 indicate larger variability in the interactive run, and vice versa. Stippling indicates regions where
the ratios are significant at the 95% level. Regions where the SST variance in (a) is less than 0.01 K2 are masked when calculating the ratios in (c).

Li et al. PNAS | March 27, 2019 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 7



Effects on monthly-mean Z150 variance

s2interactive
s2locked

DRAFT

Fig. 2. Ratio of the variances between the interactive and locked runs of a. atmospheric temperature at 300 hPa, b. convective precipitation, c. geopotential height at 150 hPa,
and d. eddy geopotential height at 150 hPa. The black contours superimposed on panel d denote the long-term geopotential height at 150 hPa (contour interval: 14000, 14100,
14110, 14120, 14130 m...). Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies.

8 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Li et al.



Power spectra of SSTs in Nino3.4 

FIG. 2. Power spectra of SST anomaly time series for indicated regions. Power spectra of SST anomaly

time series averaged over (a) Niño 3.4, (b) entire tropics (15�S–15�N), (c) tropical Indian ocean (10�S–10�N,

50�–100�E), (d) tropical western Pacific (10�S–10�N, 100�E–180�), (e) tropical north Atlantic (0�–15�N, 315�–

340�E), and (f) tropical south Atlantic (15�S–0, 20�W–10�E). Results for the interactive-clouds simulation are

indicated by the blue lines, and for the locked-clouds simulation are indicated by the red lines. Regions are

indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1c.
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in the tropical Indian ocean

FIG. 2. Power spectra of SST anomaly time series for indicated regions. Power spectra of SST anomaly

time series averaged over (a) Niño 3.4, (b) entire tropics (15�S–15�N), (c) tropical Indian ocean (10�S–10�N,

50�–100�E), (d) tropical western Pacific (10�S–10�N, 100�E–180�), (e) tropical north Atlantic (0�–15�N, 315�–

340�E), and (f) tropical south Atlantic (15�S–0, 20�W–10�E). Results for the interactive-clouds simulation are

indicated by the blue lines, and for the locked-clouds simulation are indicated by the red lines. Regions are

indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1c.
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Large 
increases in 
tropical SST 

variance from 
days - 

decades.

averaged over the tropics

FIG. 2. Power spectra of SST anomaly time series for indicated regions. Power spectra of SST anomaly

time series averaged over (a) Niño 3.4, (b) entire tropics (15�S–15�N), (c) tropical Indian ocean (10�S–10�N,

50�–100�E), (d) tropical western Pacific (10�S–10�N, 100�E–180�), (e) tropical north Atlantic (0�–15�N, 315�–

340�E), and (f) tropical south Atlantic (15�S–0, 20�W–10�E). Results for the interactive-clouds simulation are

indicated by the blue lines, and for the locked-clouds simulation are indicated by the red lines. Regions are

indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1c.
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FIG. 2. Power spectra of SST anomaly time series for indicated regions. Power spectra of SST anomaly

time series averaged over (a) Niño 3.4, (b) entire tropics (15�S–15�N), (c) tropical Indian ocean (10�S–10�N,

50�–100�E), (d) tropical western Pacific (10�S–10�N, 100�E–180�), (e) tropical north Atlantic (0�–15�N, 315�–

340�E), and (f) tropical south Atlantic (15�S–0, 20�W–10�E). Results for the interactive-clouds simulation are

indicated by the blue lines, and for the locked-clouds simulation are indicated by the red lines. Regions are

indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1c.
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The energy budget for the surface mixed layer of the ocean can be expressed in monthly-mean191

anomaly form as:192

Co
∂T
∂ t

= QSW +QLW +QLH +QSH +Qresidual, (1)

where primes denote monthly-mean anomalies (departures from the long-term mean seasonal cy-193

cle); T 0 is the anomalous temperature of the mixed layer (assumed proportional to the anomalous194

SST); Co is the effective heat capacity of the mixed layer (Co =Cprh, in which r and Cp are the195

density and specific heat capacity at constant pressure of the seawater, i.e., 3850 J kg�1C�1), h is196

the annual-mean mixed layer depth taken from the ocean model; and the Q0 are the heatings due197

to anomalous surface shortwave radiative flux (Q0
SW ), longwave radiative flux (Q0

LW ), latent heat198

flux (Q0
LH), sensible heat flux (Q0

SH), advection by the Ekman flow (Q0
EK) and advection by the199

surface geostrophic flow (Q0
geo). Here QEK = �Co ~VEK ·—T and Qgeo = �Co ~Vgeo ·—T , in which200

~VEK is the Ekman flow induced by the wind stress (t) and ~Vgeo is the geostrophic currents. We201

neglect vertical advection and entrainment for simplicity, even though these processes are clearly202

important along the coastal and equatorial upwelling zones.203

Following Yu and Boer (2006), Eq. 1 can be manipulated to yield an expression for the temper-204

ature variance by a) taking the centered difference of Eq. 1, b) squaring the result, and c) taking205

the time-mean. As reviewed in Appendix A, the above operation yields the following expression206

for the temperature variance:207

s2
T = G ·s2

S · e (2)

where208

• s2
T is the variance of the SST field.209

10

Why?



Locked clouds

Variance of shortwave cloud radiative effects:
Locked clouds

Figure 3: | Variances of the surface heat fluxes and heat transport terms. a, b surface shortwave

radiative flux, d, e longwave radiative fluxes, g, h latent heat flux, j, k sensible heat fluxes, m, n heat

advection by the meridional Ekman and geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr

interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the 200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right

column is the percentage contribution of each terms to the total variance in the interactive-clouds

simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies.
25

FIG. 4. Variances in the surface energy fluxes. (a, b) surface shortwave radiative flux, (d, e) longwave ra-

diative flux, (g, h) latent heat flux, (j, k) sensible heat flux, (m, n) heat advection by the meridional Ekman and

geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the

200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right column is the percentage contribution of each term to the total vari-

ance in the interactive-clouds simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies. The surface radiative

flux are based on all-sky radiative flux, the variance in clear-sky radiative flux are of similar amplitude between

the control and locked simulations.
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Figure 3: | Variances of the surface heat fluxes and heat transport terms. a, b surface shortwave

radiative flux, d, e longwave radiative fluxes, g, h latent heat flux, j, k sensible heat fluxes, m, n heat

advection by the meridional Ekman and geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr

interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the 200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right

column is the percentage contribution of each terms to the total variance in the interactive-clouds

simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies.
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Variance of shortwave cloud radiative effects:
Interactive clouds

FIG. 4. Variances in the surface energy fluxes. (a, b) surface shortwave radiative flux, (d, e) longwave ra-

diative flux, (g, h) latent heat flux, (j, k) sensible heat flux, (m, n) heat advection by the meridional Ekman and

geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the

200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right column is the percentage contribution of each term to the total vari-

ance in the interactive-clouds simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies. The surface radiative

flux are based on all-sky radiative flux, the variance in clear-sky radiative flux are of similar amplitude between

the control and locked simulations.
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1. Interactive clouds have memory: 
Their autocorrelation is ~r=0.9 when 
sampled on two hourly intervals.

2. The memory comes from the 
circulation. And it has a strong 
effect on the variance of clouds and 
their radiative effects.

Why does the variance in SW CRE increase?



Power spectra of 
random time 

series

Figure 5: | The effect of autocorrelation on cloud fraction power spectra. a Power spectra for

a randomly generated red noise time series with lag-one autocorrelation of r1 = 0.9 (dashed line)

and a white noise time series with r1 = 0 (solid line). b Power spectra for time series of cloud

fraction at sample tropical grid point (0�, 180�) used in the interactive-clouds run (dashed line) and

the locked-clouds run (solid). The cloud fraction time series are 50-yr long sampled at two-hourly

intervals. The randomly generated time series used to construct the top panel are the same length

as the cloud fraction time series. 27



Power spectra of 
cloud fraction 
from the two 
simulations

Figure 5: | The effect of autocorrelation on cloud fraction power spectra. a Power spectra for

a randomly generated red noise time series with lag-one autocorrelation of r1 = 0.9 (dashed line)

and a white noise time series with r1 = 0 (solid line). b Power spectra for time series of cloud

fraction at sample tropical grid point (0�, 180�) used in the interactive-clouds run (dashed line) and

the locked-clouds run (solid). The cloud fraction time series are 50-yr long sampled at two-hourly

intervals. The randomly generated time series used to construct the top panel are the same length

as the cloud fraction time series. 27



Testing with observations (ERA5)
two-hour lag correlation of SW flux



variance of monthly mean SW flux

FIG. 4. Variances in the surface energy fluxes. (a, b) surface shortwave radiative flux, (d, e) longwave ra-

diative flux, (g, h) latent heat flux, (j, k) sensible heat flux, (m, n) heat advection by the meridional Ekman and

geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the

200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right column is the percentage contribution of each term to the total vari-

ance in the interactive-clouds simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies. The surface radiative

flux are based on all-sky radiative flux, the variance in clear-sky radiative flux are of similar amplitude between

the control and locked simulations.
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two-hour lag correlation of SW flux



variance of monthly mean SW flux

FIG. 4. Variances in the surface energy fluxes. (a, b) surface shortwave radiative flux, (d, e) longwave ra-

diative flux, (g, h) latent heat flux, (j, k) sensible heat flux, (m, n) heat advection by the meridional Ekman and

geostrophic current. Results for (left column) the 200-yr interactive-clouds simulation and (middle column) the

200-yr locked-clouds simulation. The right column is the percentage contribution of each term to the total vari-

ance in the interactive-clouds simulation. Results are based on monthly-mean anomalies. The surface radiative

flux are based on all-sky radiative flux, the variance in clear-sky radiative flux are of similar amplitude between

the control and locked simulations.
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Cloud/circulation coupling 
acts to “redden” clouds and 

their shortwave radiative 
effects. 

and so…



The reddening leads to 
increases in the variance of 
shortwave CRE - and thus 
SSTs - on timescales from 

days to decades. 



The effect is most pronounced 
in the tropics

The energy budget for the surface mixed layer of the ocean can be expressed in monthly-mean191

anomaly form as:192

Co
∂T
∂ t

= QSW +QLW +QLH +QSH +Qresidual, (1)

where primes denote monthly-mean anomalies (departures from the long-term mean seasonal cy-193

cle); T 0 is the anomalous temperature of the mixed layer (assumed proportional to the anomalous194

SST); Co is the effective heat capacity of the mixed layer (Co =Cprh, in which r and Cp are the195

density and specific heat capacity at constant pressure of the seawater, i.e., 3850 J kg�1C�1), h is196

the annual-mean mixed layer depth taken from the ocean model; and the Q0 are the heatings due197

to anomalous surface shortwave radiative flux (Q0
SW ), longwave radiative flux (Q0

LW ), latent heat198

flux (Q0
LH), sensible heat flux (Q0

SH), advection by the Ekman flow (Q0
EK) and advection by the199

surface geostrophic flow (Q0
geo). Here QEK = �Co ~VEK ·—T and Qgeo = �Co ~Vgeo ·—T , in which200

~VEK is the Ekman flow induced by the wind stress (t) and ~Vgeo is the geostrophic currents. We201

neglect vertical advection and entrainment for simplicity, even though these processes are clearly202

important along the coastal and equatorial upwelling zones.203

Following Yu and Boer (2006), Eq. 1 can be manipulated to yield an expression for the temper-204

ature variance by a) taking the centered difference of Eq. 1, b) squaring the result, and c) taking205

the time-mean. As reviewed in Appendix A, the above operation yields the following expression206

for the temperature variance:207

s2
T = G ·s2

S · e (2)

where208

• s2
T is the variance of the SST field.209

10

turbulent heat fluxes are dominant 
in extratropics



cloud/circulation coupling has a pronounced 
effect on the amplitude of decadal variability

FIG. 2. Power spectra of SST anomaly time series for indicated regions. Power spectra of SST anomaly

time series averaged over (a) Niño 3.4, (b) entire tropics (15�S–15�N), (c) tropical Indian ocean (10�S–10�N,

50�–100�E), (d) tropical western Pacific (10�S–10�N, 100�E–180�), (e) tropical north Atlantic (0�–15�N, 315�–

340�E), and (f) tropical south Atlantic (15�S–0, 20�W–10�E). Results for the interactive-clouds simulation are

indicated by the blue lines, and for the locked-clouds simulation are indicated by the red lines. Regions are

indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1c.
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